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By Simon Haynes

Bowman Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 212 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.2in. x 0.5in.Collect
One-Two contains the following stories by Hal Spacejock author Simon Haynes: Sleight of Hand,
The Desolator, Updown, A Piece of the Action, Catch of the Day, Yard Fail, Off Course, Billys Book,
Loss Leader, Fizz!, Thonn Day and Escape Clause. Updown: Social services have come to take 10-
year old Daniel away from his home and family, but his best friend Danny has other ideas . . . Sleight
of Hand: After a cosy meal, the protagonist retires to his hosts workshop for an after-dinner drink . .
. and becomes the unwitting subject of an experiment. The Desolator: Join Hurm, Runt and Father
Mephistophiles as they struggle to save the hamlet of Yendour from a marauding dragon. A Piece of
the Action: Flat broke and stranded in a South American country, Ralph Gardiner is nursing a beer
and contemplating the wreckage of his life. No money, no prospects, and worst of all . . . the beer is
warm. When a local businessman approaches him with a curious job offer, Ralph decides he has
very little to lose . . . Catch of the Day: Ken Green...
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ReviewsReviews

Absolutely essential go through book. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. You wont truly feel monotony at at any time of your
respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning in the event you question me).
-- Roberto Leannon-- Roberto Leannon

This sort of publication is everything and made me seeking forward and much more. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I
am easily could possibly get a delight of reading through a created pdf.
-- Quinton Balistreri-- Quinton Balistreri
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